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Before & After
I was once a fool, 
Lived nice,
It was fun,
Then I got the call,
Went on a trip,
It was perfect timing
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Nobody cared about her
She was just a dog, 
In a bag,
On a show.
Actors & actresses walked pas her.
It was boring.
That’s why I saved her.
I didn’t have a choice.
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A mannequin with a towel on it’s head???
Holy Shit!!!!
I live in a studio & take photos of my room-
When God shuts a window, she also closes a door.
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Everything is scary on a skateboard.
Not having a care in the world?
That’s the easy part.
I’m gonna quit.
I’m going home.
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Going in for the kill.
Riding a wave. 
Stabbing a surfer while he is surfing & you are also 
        on a surfboard.
The perfect assassination.
The perfect crime.
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I once asked Cindy Sherman for a job.
She was like “U gave me the job 
& now I’m doing the job 
& now U want me to give U a job?
How does that work???”
I needed help bad.
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Learning To Love You More
Learning to be more polite
A girl who is a singer in the band-
She figures it out-
Visits her ex- 
She kills me!!!!!!!!!
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The best boyfriend alive
No drama where I come from-
I come from a family of Skateboarders, 
Talented photographers who can skate
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Shut down/ Shit down
Am I a feminist???
“Playing guitar is like wanking off, 
So I’m a girl & I want to play the guitar like a girl 
        masturbating.”
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Christ!!!
Sleeping in is depressing at my age.
Buy records, sell records,
They are the last records U will ever buy!!!
Girl-Boner-In-Da-Ear
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The lowest form of humor is me,
Sitting alone,
Watching DVDs.
Sometimes jokes have a life of their own,
Like this:
“I love Richard Prince, 
I love Richard Prince jokes.”
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Visions of the good times!
Seeing all that hair & grain one last time.
We were so young!
A man with a microphone
Telling it how it is.
Making u laugh.
Selling u a t-shirt.
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Visiting old friends at their house(es)-
So many beer cans!!!
They don’t care & I don’t worry about them,
Their mothers worry about them I figure
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What a golden age!
An age of gold!
The old people are dying & the young are sold!
She jumped 30 ft. & broke both her ankles.
She drank poison & puked blue.
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What happened to u???
U used to frown,
Now u walk around town,
Can’t live it down.
Don’t be sad, 
Be mad get mand,
So mad…
A horrible cycle that ends somehow
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